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Spelling Worksheet Lesson 1

Hint: All the words in this puzzle have the “long a” or “long e” 

vowel sound.

Across

1. finding; uncovering

6. very important; primary

7. find; discover

9. insane; foolish

11. make; invent

13. play time; time away from work

14. responsibility; things expected; obligations

15. automobile fuel; petroleum

17. wash one’s body in a tub; to get clean

18. sickness; illness

19. 15; ten plus five

Down

2. person who reads; book lover

3. gave money that was owed

4. powerful; strong; forceful

5. measure; check the size of

8. order; straighten; organize

10. booklet published monthly; collection of 

articles

12. hold; have in them

14. rot

16. meat from cattle

arrange contain discovery gasoline paid

basic crazy disease locate reader

bathe create duty magazine recess

beef decay fifteen mighty survey
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Spelling Worksheet Lesson 2

Hint: All the words in this puzzle have the “long i” or “long o” 

vowel sound.

Across

7. take charge of; require a certain kind of 

behavior of

9. any study of observed and tested facts, such 

as biology or chemistry

10. nothing; the point where counting begins

11. three-sided geometric figure

12. not deep; lacking in depth

13. 12 a.m.; opposite of noon

14. printed plan; list of events

16. almost all; mainly

18. engine; device that supplies power

19. split; cut into parts

Down

1. airplane trip; journey

2. even if; in spite of the fact that

3. enlargement; becoming a larger size

4. carbon fuel made from wood; chunks of 

fuel for a barbecue

5. correctly describe; tell what is

6. written plan for writing a report, article, 

story, etc.

7. weather; average weather conditions

8. drawing that shows parts; picture with 

labels

15. have the same ending sound

17. robbed; took

although diagram identify outline shallow

charcoal divide midnight program stole

climate flight mostly rhyme triangle

control growth motor science zero
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Spelling Worksheet Lesson 3

Hint: All the words in this puzzle have the “long u” or “oo” vowel 

sound.

Across

1. take away; make vanish; erase

4. to pick up dirt from a rug or carpet

11. teaching; schooling

12. accept as true; suppose; believe

13. anyone; anybody

14. written symbol for a number

15. make better

18. individual part; section

19. loudness; amount of sound

Down

1. usual; normal; routine

2. state of mind; feelings

3. relative who is a brother’s or sister’s son

5. street; way; boulevard

6. area that holds everything; total area of 

creation

7. answer; explanation; key

8. what person

9. statue or other structure built in honor of 

something or someone

10. nearly always; most times

16. learner; student

17. sight; vision

assume monument pupil unit view

avenue mood regular universe volume

education nephew remove usually whoever

improve numeral solution vacuum whom
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Spelling Worksheet Lesson 4

Hint: All the words in this puzzle have the ie or ei spelling pattern.

Across

1. better feeling; lessening of discomfort

3. shipped goods; cargo; merchandise moved 

by boat

11. one or the other of; a choice of

12. relative that is a sister’s or brother’s 

daughter

13. hard to accept as true

14. strange; odd; unusual

15. robbers; crooks; burglars

16. 80; the number one higher than seventy-

nine

19. get; gain; take delivery of

20. top of the room; underside of the roof

Down

2. start of wild country; unexplored places

4. 18; two times nine

5. gain by effort; win; accomplish

6. sled; vehicle with runners

7. stab; put a hole through

8. short; quick

9. front car window

10. large animals with antlers

17. great sorrow; unhappiness

18. give way; give in to; wait for

achieve eighty grief reindeer unbelievable

brief either niece relief weird

ceiling freight pierce sleigh windshield

eighteen frontier receive thieves yield
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Spelling Worksheet Lesson 5

Hint: All the words in this puzzle have the sounds you hear in the 

words jaw, joy, or out.

Across

4. wide; large from side to side

6. dust-like material; substance made up of 

tiny particles

9. grassy ground; green yard

13. letter of the alphabet in the group that 

includes a, e, i, o, u

14. car; vehicle

15. stop briefly; halt; cease; rest

16. tell everyone; say out loud to people

18. one person’s batch of money in the bank

19. away from the center; from the middle; 

toward the edge

20. reason for something; event that makes 

something happen

Down

1. very, very many; innumerable; too many to 

know the number of

2. say the sound of; produce by voice

3. but; nevertheless; on the other hand

5. made as part of a picture; illustrated; 

sketched

7. man or woman in space; person inside a 

rocket

8. to name for an office; select

10. sum; figure

11. put to work; hire

12. toward the bottom; to a lower position

17. faithful; trustworthy

account astronaut countless however pause

amount automobile downward lawn powder

announce broad drawn loyal pronounce

appoint cause employ outward vowel
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Spelling Worksheet Lesson 6

Hint: All the words in this puzzle have short vowel sounds followed 

by an r.

Across

8. take apart; divide

9. a number found by adding up figures and 

dividing by the number of figures

10. information diagram; graph

12. find out; figure out

13. fireside; area around the fireplace

14. fright; terror; fear

15. magazine piece; informational story

16. politeness; treating people in thoughtful 

ways

17. control or manage; be in charge of; guide

18. officer; person with rank

Down

1. reason; aim; goal

2. up-to-date; current

3. opposite of western

4. power; strength

5. not safe; harmful; threatening

6. objects such as tables, chairs, etc.

7. the outdoor world; the environment

9. later; following

10. soothe; reassure; make someone feel better

11. something built; constructed object; 

composition

afterward comfort direct hearth purpose

article courtesy eastern horror separate

average dangerous energy modern sergeant

chart determine furniture nature structure
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Spelling Worksheet Lesson 7

Hint: All the words in this puzzle have long vowel sounds followed 

by an r.

Across

8. tell what happened; give information

9. facts and figures; data

12. make a point; gain a point

15. figure with four equal sides and angles

17. frame; rim; edge

18. more than one; two or more

19. the place where a judge rules; the place of 

justice

20. whole; total; complete

Down

1. sweet, sticky liquid; thick sugary substance

2. farm that raises milk cows; place that sells 

milk and butter

3. book with an alphabetical listing of words 

and their definitions

4. raised floor; stage; stand

5. cloth; fabric

6. loss of hope; discouragement

7. different kinds of; a mix of

10. guess based on observation; idea based on 

some knowledge but not proven

11. something amazing; a wonder

13. a space capsule’s path; a satellite’s track; 

the path a planet follows

14. to last; continue; go on

16. amount equal to two pints; amount equal to 

four cups

border dictionary material plural square

court endure miracle quart syrup

dairy entire orbit report theory

despair information platform score various
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Spelling Worksheet Lesson 8

Hint: All the words in this puzzle end with unstressed syllables that 

have the schwa sound. The schwa sound is the underlined 

vowel wound in the words bugle, fable, rumble, and shovel.

Across

4. twice as much; two times the amount

6. small stones; pebbles; little rocks

10. sample; model; typical one of the kind

11. shell-backed reptile with four short legs and 

a tough beak

15. four-footed desert animal with a hump

16. large, strong bird; national bird of the U.S.

17. make a home; dwell

18. joint between the foot and leg

19. even; straight; flat

20. elastic body tissue that gives the power to 

move

Down

1. means of transportation; device for getting 

from one place to another

2. wooden container; tall tub that holds liquid

3. bunch; group; packet; pile

5. light and soft; mild; tender

7. toward the middle; between the sides

8. move a boat; use the oars

9. two persons; pair of people

12. underground passageway; hole through the 

earth

13. typical example; illustration; model

14. slender pin used to pull thread through cloth 

when sewing

ankle central example muscle settle

barrel couple gentle needle tunnel

bundle double gravel paddle turtle

camel eagle level sample vehicle
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Spelling Worksheet Lesson 9

Hint: All the words in this puzzle have a g that stands for the “j” 

sound.

Across

4. harm; injury

6. a course about the places on the earth

9. come out; appear

10. a building for safekeeping; a protected place

14. support; effort to give a person hope

15. a way to get even; repayment for the injury

16. kindly; mildly; softly

18. wave; movement of a hand

19. person who decides the punishment of 

criminals; officer of the court

Down

1. directing others; overseeing other workers

2. plant that is eaten; plant grown for food

3. dare; call to a contest

5. business representative; person who acts in 

place of another person

7. inheritance; background; birthright

8. usually; at most times

11. brave; gallant

12. leap quickly; dive

13. wild; fierce

15. grassland; prairie

17. cabin; extra home

agent emerge geography lodge revenge

challenge encouragement gesture management savage

courageous generally heritage plunge storage

damage gently judge range vegetable
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Spelling Worksheet Lesson 10

Hint: All the words in this puzzle have “silent” letters or double 

consonants.

Across

1. feel unsure of; feel uncertain of

9. explosive shell; weapon that bursts

11. ordinary; usual

12. made to feel sorry; let down

15. body part between the hand and the arm; 

joint at the end of the arm

16. regular beat; pattern

18. lock or pin down; attached or shut securely

19. speaker; person who tells information, 

especially on television or radio

20. push against; push down on

Down

2. not known; strange; unfamiliar

3. the orange-colored metal used in pennies

4. lines the same distance apart that never 

meet

5. more than good; a degree beyond good

6. movable set of steps or rungs that a person 

can climb

7. used to fight; were in conflict

8. soft flour mixture that is baked to make 

bread products

10. put on paper; printed; formed with a pen or 

pencil

13. strike with force

14. be important; make a difference

17. truthful; trustworthy

announcer common dough ladder rhythm

attack copper fasten matter unknown

better disappointed fought parallel wrist

bomb doubt honest press written
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Spelling Worksheet Lesson 11

Hint: All the words in this puzzle are compound words.

Across

4. school book; book read in class

9. walled space; fenced-in area

10. student record book; place to write facts

11. molasses cake; sweet, dark cookie or cake

12. person who protects swimmers; swimmer 

who saves others

13. place where dishes are kept; cabinet

14. flying machine; airplane, helicopter, jet, etc.

15. in a different way; in another way

16. private path for cars; pathway leading to a 

garage entrance

Down

1. fried cake; ring-shaped sweet food

2. the way a particular person puts words on 

paper with a pencil or pen

3. untamed animals; creatures who live in the 

forests

5. distant part of the view; faraway part of a 

picture

6. even so; anyway

7. complete costume; set of clothing

8. a small eating tool; utensil

9. flat surface to write on with white sticks 

made of pressed powder

aircraft cupboard handwriting notebook textbook

background doughnut ice-skating otherwise Thanksgiving

chalkboard driveway lifeguard outfit watermelon

courtyard gingerbread nevertheless teaspoon wildlife
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Spelling Worksheet Lesson 12

Hint: All the words in this puzzle are compound words.

Across

2. in the opposite direction from northeast

12. company that runs a flying service

13. rope for hanging wash

14. 25

15. fail to see; ignore; skip over

16. slate mounted on the wall; vertical writing 

surface

Down

1. train; train service

2. carriage; horse-drawn vehicle

3. steps; flight of steps

4. satellite; rocket ship; vehicle that travels 

outside the earth’s atmosphere

5. person who shoes horses; metal worker

6. antique; not modern; in the style of the past

7. scenery; natural surroundings

8. building where items are kept until needed

9. you and you alone

10. on our own

11. a sweet, juicy fruit grown in warm areas, 

often canned

airline landscape overlook spacecraft warehouse

blackboard old-fashioned pineapple stagecoach wheelbarrow

blacksmith ourselves railway staircase worthwhile

clothesline outstanding southwest twenty-five yourselves
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Name Date

Spelling Worksheet Lesson 13

Hint: All the words in this puzzle are words that people often 

confuse with other words.

Across

2. dock; landing place

3. suffering; grief; injury

6. borrowed sum of money; temporary 

financial help

7. straight up and down; very steep

9. victim; creature that another creature hunts

10. fly upward; rise up

11. part of a flower; piece of a blossom

12. point of view; aspect; viewpoint

13. owed; required

14. piece of beef; sirloin

15. morning dampness; moisture from the air

Down

1. winged spirit; saint; cherub

2. look closely; stare

4. sheet of glass

5. pointed stick; post

7. cut; clip

8. single; without company

9. speak to God; communicate with the Lord

11. foot control; lever worked by foot

14. painful and tender; hurting

angel loan pedal pray soar

angle lone petal prey sore

dew pain peer shear stake

due pane pier sheer steak
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Spelling Worksheet Lesson 14

Hint: All the words in this puzzle are words that people often 

confuse with other words.

Across

1. displayed for; set before

4. person under age; young person; non-adult

6. location; spot; position

8. carry; lift

9. permitted; legal

10. little insect; bug

12. bird such as chicken, turky, or duck

13. two of a kind; two matching items

14. run away; escape

15. electric wire; cable

Down

1. gleamed; glowed; sent out a beam of light

2. not imitation; genuine; true

3. outside the playing lines

4. person who digs coal; underground worker

5. spool

7. group of musical notes

8. long narrow passageway; walkway to the 

rooms

9. in a voice that can be heard

11. spectacle; view

13. sweet, juicy fruit larger at one end than the 

other

allowed flea hall pair shone

aloud flee haul pear shown

chord foul miner real sight

cord fowl minor reel site
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Spelling Worksheet Lesson 15

Hint: All the words in this puzzle are the plural forms of nouns.

Across

6. tunes; songs

8. vehicles that a car or truck pulls; carts, 

wagons, etc., that follow behind

13. postponements; periods of waiting

14. winners; victors; ones who came out ahead

16. cutting tools; utensils for carving

18. showings; exhibitions

19. necessary equipment; needed materials

20. questions; examples to be solved; puzzles

Down

1. parts of a shirt that cover the arms

2. pictures taken with a camera; snapshots

3. pictures made with radiation; pictures of 

bones used by a doctor

4. sweet-smelling, trumpet-shaped flowers

5. very brave people; people of courage

7. devices that turn things on and off

9. red or white roots that are eaten raw

10. shaped chunks; oblong blocks of bread

11. things that you hold over your head to 

protect you from rain

12. persons who saw something happen; 

persons who retell events in court

15. 60ths of an hour; units of time that equal 

60 seconds

17. repeated sounds caused by sound waves 

bouncing off of something

champions heroes melodies radishes trailers

delays knives minutes sleeves umbrellas

displays lilies photos supplies witnesses

echoes loaves problems switches x-rays
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Spelling Worksheet Lesson 16

Hint: All the words in this puzzle have suffixes that begin with 

vowels.

Across

1. giving out light; glowing

3. moving through the water; splashing about

9. dripping blood; showing blood

10. doing again and again; exercising; 

rehearsing

12. brought back to mind; thought

13. covered; enclosed; packaged

14. going down; sinking

15. talked; spoke informally

Down

1. squirted; sprinkled

2. louder; more rackety

3. trying to learn; reading carefully

4. wedded; united in matrimony

5. failing to win; being defeated

6. developed as a place for people to live; 

settled

7. imagined; thought

8. got in; came

11. taking a bath; getting clean

13. stayed; remained; sat

arrived civilized practicing shining swimming

bathing losing remembered sprayed waited

bleeding married satisfied studying wondering

chatted noisier setting supposed wrapped
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Spelling Worksheet Lesson 17

Hint: All the words in this puzzle have suffixes that begin with 

consonants.

Across

1. helpful; of service; handy

3. happy; full of glee; in good spirits

9. really; in fact; truly

10. strong; mighty; not weak

11. good intentions; consideration; a nice 

manner

12. right now; at once

15. with caution; in a watchful way; with close 

attention

17. time of not feeling well; ill period

18. a great quantity; abundant

19. with rage; with fury

20. particularly; more than one would expect

Down

2. honestly; not falsely; truly

4. to go on forever; without a stop

5. feeling a need for others; wanting company

6. fun; pleasure; joy

7. calm; soothing; good for rest

8. little by little; not all at once

13. of no value; without worth

14. every day; always

16. wanting company; feeling as if one is not 

visited much

actually daily gradually lonely sickness

angrily endless immediately peaceful sincerely

carefully enjoyment kindness plentiful useful

cheerful especially loneliness powerful useless
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Spelling Worksheet Lesson 18

Hint: All the words in this puzzle have the suffixes -er, -or, or -ar.

Across

3. house robber; thief

6. table server; person who brings food

9. person who helps run a boat; person who 

works on a ship; boat crew member

13. person who does not tell the truth; dishonest 

person

16. maker

18. army leader; military person with the power 

to give orders

19. one who moves around; journeyer; 

wanderer

20. person who works for the telephone 

company; person who helps on the phone

Down

1. one who pays a price to get something; 

purchaser

2. person who buys and sells; trader

4. scientist who studies stars and the heavens

5. person who tells the news; one who gives 

current information

7. holder; something into which other things 

can be put

8. leader; military person in charge

10. guest; someone who comes to pay a call

11. spinning blade; the part that makes an 

airplane or submarine move

12. person who makes movies; person who puts 

out films

14. person who creates things; designer of 

machines

15. sound reproducer; device that sends out 

electronic sounds

17. person who lives on gifts; person who asks 

another for money

astronomer commander liar producer speaker

beggar container manufacturer propeller traveler

burglar dealer officer reporter visitor

buyer inventor operator sailor waiter
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Spelling Worksheet Lesson 19

Hint: All the words in this puzzle have the suffixes -tion or -sion.

Across

1. way to go; course to follow

6. loud sound; boom

11. beginning; first part

12. something happening; physical movement

13. summing up numbers; totaling figures

14. close listening; focus; concentration

15. mixed-up condition; unclear state

Down

1. meaning; explanatory statement

2. talk about; speak of

3. family tie; way of being related

4. overthrow of the government; rebellion

5. watching; looking; studying with the eyes

6. investigation; looking into

7. selection by vote; casting of ballots

8. important errand; task

9. cutting into parts; separating

10. part of a whole number; a number such as 

, , , etc.1

2
---

1

3
---

1

8
---

action definition examination fraction observation

addition direction expedition introduction pronunciation

attention division exploration mention relationship

confusion election explosion mission revolution

1 2
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Spelling Worksheet Lesson 20

Hint: All the words in this puzzle have the suffixes -able, -ible, -ant

or -ent.

Across

5. successful; victorious

9. a non-vowel letter, such as [b], [c], [d], or 

[f]

12. important; needing or demanding 

immeidate attention

14. refined; tasteful

15. clear; easily seen through

16. unseen; out of sight

17. willing to mind; cooperative

18. regular; happening often

19. reasonable; logical; thoughtful

Down

1. honest; moral

2. empty; not occupied

3. clear; visible; obvious

4. second; moment

6. deserving credit or blame

7. word part; sound

8. unhappy; despairing

10. contest; series of games

11. trustworthy; reliable

12. not fun; disagreeable

13. schoolmate; person in class

apparent frequent miserable student triumphant

consonant honorable obedient syllable unpleasant

dependable instant responsible tournament urgent

elegant invisible sensible transparent vacant
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Spelling Worksheet Lesson 21

Hint: All the words in this puzzle are contractions.

Across

4. contraction of has not

5. contraction of you will

6. contraction of we have

9. contraction of who is

11. contraction of should not

12. contraction of she would

13. contraction of she will

14. contraction of they would

16. contraction of were not

17. contraction of had not

18. contraction of cannot

Down

1. contraction of madam (a lady)

2. contraction of where is

3. contraction of does not

6. contraction of we would

7. contraction of have not

8. contraction of could not

9. contraction of was not

10. contraction of would not

15. contraction of here is

can’t hasn’t she’d wasn’t where’s

couldn’t haven’t she’ll we’d who’s

doesn’t here’s shouldn’t we’ve wouldn’t

hadn’t ma’am they’d weren’t you’ll

1 2 3

4 5

6 7

8

9

1 0

11 12

13 14 15

16

17 1 8
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Spelling Worksheet Lesson 22

Hint: All the words in this puzzle are the possessive forms of 

singular or plural nouns.

Across

3. of the people; belonging to the citizens

6. of human beings

7. belonging to a country

14. belonging to an artificial object that is 

orbiting the earth

16. belonging to married women

17. belonging to females that have the same 

mother or father as one’s self

18. belonging to a male that has the same 

mother or father as one’s self

19. belonging to an adult male

Down

1. belonging to the instructor

2. for young girls and boys

4. of an industry or other organization meant 

to make money

5. belonging to the children of one’s uncle and 

aunt

6. belonging to the king and queen’s daughter

8. belonging to no one; not belonging to 

anybody

9. belonging to a place where sick or injured 

people are treated and cared for

10. belonging to machines that seem like 

people

11. belonging to a sports player

12. belonging to young dogs

13. of long-legged African birds that cannot fly

15. of the person that something belongs to; 

belonging to the person who owns it

athlete’s cousin’s nobody’s princess’s satellite’s

brother’s hospital’s ostriches’ public’s sisters’

business’s man’s owner’s puppies’ teacher’s

children’s nation’s people’s robots’ wives’

1 2 3 4 5

6

7 8 9 10

11 12
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Spelling Worksheet Lesson 23

Hint: All the words in this puzzle are words that most people find 

hard to spell.

Across

4. worried; concerned; troubled; nervous

5. conduct; way of acting

8. umbrella-shaped fabric device that breaks 

the free fall of a flyer

9. et cetera; and so on; and so forth

12. in order of ABCs; in a way that follows the 

letters of the alphabet

13. very great; enormous

15. map line dividing earth; circle around a 

globe that divides north and south

16. announcement; broadcast; notice; report

17. foolishness; senselessness

18. the study of numbers; math

Down

1. leaves used for smoking products

2. 9th; between 8th and 10th

3. a candy made from cacao beans

4. collision; crash

6. person known; someone met

7. pay close attention; focus; think hard about

9. surroundings; conditions in which living 

things exist

10. characteristic; like others

11. how long; measurement from one end to the 

other

14. stuff for sweetening; sweet powder from 

cane or beets

accident arithmetic concentrate length sugar

acquaintance behavior environment ninth tobacco

alphabetical bulletin equator nonsense tremendous

anxious chocolate etc. parachute typical
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Spelling Worksheet Lesson 24

Hint: All the words in this puzzle are words that most people find 

hard to spell.

Across

2. help; aid; support

5. bad storm; weather system with strong 

winds and heavy rain

10. eagerness to learn; desire to know

11. expert; not an amateur; one who is specially 

trained and usually paid

13. condition of air coming from the lungs in 

short, sharp bursts

14. mystery; uncertainty; a state of not knowing 

what will happen

15. food and supply; household goods

16. hurt; be in pain; be sore

17. clumsy; stumbling

Down

1. annoyance; bother

2. to value highly; care about; know the worth 

of

3. the first; the beginning one; the initial one

4. show; presentation; appearance

5. parallel to the ground; going across

6. now and then; every so often; once in a 

while

7. greatly detailed; highly specific

8. long, sharp-bladed weapon

9. ability to learn; mental power

12. face between eyes and hair; upper part of 

the face

ache cough horizontal nuisance professional

appreciate curiosity hurricane occasional suspense

assistance forehead intelligence original sword

awkward grocery mathematics performance technical
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